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Pork and Beans

Background (2) 7½" Squares

Dark (1) 7½" Square

Medium (1) 7½" Square

Yardage

Pork & Beans

Supplies

4" x 14" Ruler

Turnable Mat

6½" Fussy Cut Ruler
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     Making Quarter Triangle Squares

These patches are called quarter square patches. 
Follow directions carefully so all seams lock 
together.

1.  Place two sets of 7H" squares right sides 
together. Draw diagonal lines.

2. Sew G" from both sides of diagonal line.

8.   Turn pieces so seams go in opposite direc-
tions.

9.  Flip piece on right to piece on left, right 
sides together. 

3.  Place squares as illustrated. Cut both 
squares apart on diagonal the opposite 
way of line.

4. Cut apart on marked diagonal line.

5.  Turn two opposite triangles over.  

6.  Take two triangles with Background on 
top. Open and press toward Background. 

7.  Take remaining two triangles with dark 
and medium on top. Open and press 
toward dark and medium. 

Make sure triangles are turned exactly as illustrated.
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11.  Remove three stitches in center seams. 
Turn patch over and remove three stitch-
es on opposite side. See red thread.

 

Pressing Patches

1.  Place patches on pressing mat wrong side 
up. “Swirl” seams around center clockwise, 
opening center into little “Four Patch.”

2. Press.

10.  Lock center seams and assembly-line sew. 
Top seams all turn up and underneath 
seams all turn down.

“Swirl” seams around center. All 
pieces “swirl” the same way.

Turn top seams up and  
underneath seams down.

Squaring Patches

1.  Place patch on small cutting mat right 
side up.

2.  Place 6H" Fussy Cut Ruler on patch, 
lining up X lines on ruler with seams.

6½" Fussy Cut Ruler

Qui l t  in a Day ®

3.  Trim on all four sides, turning mat as 
you trim.

6½" Fussy Cut Ruler

Qui l t  in a Day ®
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Sewing Block Together

1.   Lay out four quarters.

2.  Sew vertical blocks together.

3.   Turn and sew remaining blocks together. 
Pushing top seam up and underneath seam 
down.

4.   Swirl center seam, and press.
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